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Abstract— A new specification model of low energy electrons 

fluxes, included in GREEN model, has been developed at 
ONERA. This model is based on several data sets, from low 
altitudes with NOAA-POES measurements to higher altitudes 
with POLAR, THEMIS and LANL measurements. It provides 
mean electron fluxes versus L, B/Beq, MLT and energy (for 
energies between 0.19 keV and few 10s of keV). In this paper, the 
model is compared to AE9/SPM model and Van Allen Probe 
measurements.  
 

Index Terms—plasma, specification model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE space environment is composed of charged particles: 
electrons and ions (mainly protons). These particles 
induce effects on materials used in space systems like the 

well-known ones of high energy particles (> 30 keV) on 
electronic devices. But high-energy particles are not the only 
population to consider. Indeed lower-energy particles (< 30 
keV) can create significant damages on surface materials used 
in space systems (thermal coatings, cover glass …). Those 
effects are cumulative such as the relevant radiation 
environment specification is the total fluence of low-energy 
particles over the entire mission. Currently, the model 
available to evaluate this low-energy population is part of 
AE9/AP9 models and is called SPM [1][2]. This empirical 
model is mainly based on POLAR/CAMMICE, 
POLAR/MICS and LANL/MPA data and provides electron 
fluxes in the energy range 1 keV - 40 keV and proton fluxes in 
the energy range 1 keV - 164 keV. While the original 
CAMMICE/MICS model [2] was MLT (Magnetic Local 
Time) dependent the plasma model included in 
AE9/AP9/SPM is not.  
Because SPM model relies only on POLAR data for locations 
inside GEO, and though POLAR orbit has not sampled all L, 
B/Beq and MLT we investigate how recent data would improve 
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such a model. Thus, a new empirical model of low-energy 
plasma, based on THEMIS, POLAR, NOAA-POES and 
LANL data, has been developed. As described above, each 
data set has been analyzed in several dimensions: L between 3 
and 10 with a resolution of 0.2, MLT with a resolution of 1 
hour and energy between 0.19 and 30 keV with five energy 
channels 0.19 keV, 0.84 keV, 2.6 keV, 8 keV and 30 keV. 
These data are analyzed, cross-calibrated, put together and 
parametric fits are calculated to provide pitch angle 
distribution. In this paper the model thus obtained for 
electrons from energy >0.1 keV to energy >30 keV is 
presented and compared to AE9/AP9/SPM model and 
validated with Van Allen Probe data. Note that this low energy 
electron model is not solar cycle dependent. This low-energy 
electron model is a part of the GREEN (Global Radiation 
Earth ENvironement) model [3]. 

II. DATA USED 

A. Low Earth Orbit Data 

At LEO orbit, NOAA-POES spacecraft (POES-15, POES-
16, POES-17, POES-18 and POES-19) measurements have 
been used for two reasons. First, thanks to the POES 
spacecraft fleet, long term data are available since 1998 with 
the same detectors TED and MEPED, which are part of SEM2 
suite of instrument [4]. From the POES/SEM2 database, four 
electron channels from TED instrument, 0.19 keV, 0.84 keV, 
2.6 keV and 8 keV, and one electron channel from MEPED 
instrument, >30 keV, were considered. Fig. 1 shows the time 
evolution of 0.19 keV electron flux seen by five POES 
spacecraft for 4.6<L<4.8 and 10h<MLT<11h. Some doubt 
exist on the TED electron channels efficiencies that degrade 
over time. In this case, the TED flux intensities would slowly 
decrease over time with periodic increases when the electron 
channels voltages are adjusted to compensate for the 
degradation. Fig. 1 indicates that such a behavior is not clearly 
seen in the data.  

 
Fig. 1 : Evolution of 0.19 keV electron flux [cm-2.s-1.sr-1.MeV-1] versus time 
measured by five POES spacecraft for 4.6<L<4.8 and 10h<MLT<11h. 
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Moreover during overlaps from one spacecraft to the next no 
clear discrepancies between data sets are found whereas one 
would expect them to be larger when one instrument has spent 
years in space while the other is brand new. In this study the 
impact of such degradation will be assumed to be negligible. 
Electron data have been analyzed and filtered in order to 
remove bad data.  
Fig. 2 shows an example of data filtering applied to POES-
15/TED 0.84 keV electron channel. In this example one can 
easily observe a correlation between the 0.84 keV electron 
fluxes (on the bottom panel) and the 1 MeV electron fluxes 
measured by POES-15/MEPPED (on the top panel) during the 
2004 magnetic storms. As electrons with very low energy do 
not have the same behavior than high energy electrons, it turns 
out the 0.84 keV electron channel is contaminated by high 
energy electron. Cleaning the data is thus essential to obtain a 
sanitized data set.  

 
Fig. 2 : L-time cartographies of 0.84 keV electrons flux measured by POES-
15/TED before cleaning (in the middle), after cleaning (at the bottom) and 1 
MeV electrons flux measured by POES-15/SEM (on the top). 

To clean the data, some correlations have been done between 
POES/TED measurements and high energy electrons 

measured by POES/SEPEM as plotted on Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3 : Correlation between 0.84 keV electrons flux measured by POES-
15/TED and 1 MeV electrons flux measured by POES-15/SEM for 2<L<7. 

The correlation is reflected by the points in the hatched part of 
the figure. All these points have been removed from the data 

set. The POES/TED data are also contaminated by high 
energy protons below L=2. These data are also removed. 
The result after the cleaning process is plotted in the bottom 
panel of Fig. 2. All POES/TED electrons channels are 
contaminated by high energy electron for L>2 and high energy 
protons for L<2 and have been cleaned using the same 
method. 
Then, electron data from 1998 to 2018 have been sorted 
according to magnetic local time (MLT) and L (McIlwain 
Parameter) as represented on Fig. 4 for two energies: 0.19 keV 
(on the left) and 8 keV (on the right). A MLT-dependence can 
be clearly observed in the results, particularly at 8 keV where 
fluxes are higher in the night side. As data seem to be 
contaminated for L<2 by high energy protons, this very near-
Earth region will not be covered by the model. 

 
 

Fig. 4 : Cartographies MLT-L of electrons flux measured by POES/TED from 
1998 to 2017 for 2 energies: 0.19 keV and 8 keV. 

Table 1 resumes the characteristics of data used at LEO. All 
energy channels mentioned in the third column have been 
studied and used for each NOAA spacecraft. 

TABLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA USED AT LEO 

Spacecraft Time coverage Channels 
POES-15/TED & MEPED 
POES-16/TED & MEPED 
POES-17/TED & MEPED 
POES-18/TED & MEPED 
POES-19/TED & MEPED 

07/1998now 
10/200006/2014 
07/200204/2013 

06/2005now 
02/2009now 

0.19 keV 
0.84 keV 
2.6 keV 
8 keV 

>30 keV 
Table 1: Characteristics of electron data used at LEO. All energy channel of 
the third column have been used for each NOAA spacecraft. 

B. Data in the magnetosphere 
In order to obtain a global model at low energy up to L=10, 
data at other orbits than LEO have been taken into account. In 
this study, data from four other fleets of spacecraft have been 
used: THEMIS, LANL-GEO spacecraft, Van Allen Probes 
and POLAR. While the first three fleets have orbits near the 
equator, POLAR has an elliptical orbit and covers a wider part 
of the magnetosphere in term of L and B/BEq. In this study, 
THEMIS and POLAR data are used to develop the model due 
to their wide coverage in L and MLT. As it is described in the 
next part, LANL data are used to calibrate all the data sets 
between each other. The validation of the model is done 
thanks to Van Allen Probes data. 
THEMIS is a fleet of five spacecraft launched in 2007. Only 
THEMIS-A, THEMIS-D and THEMIS-E have a time 
coverage large enough to be used in this study. Data from 
ESA instrument [5], covering energies between 7 eV and 26 
keV, and data from SST instrument covering 26 keV to 200 
keV were investigated. As for POES data contamination by 
high energy electrons has been identified. The best way to 
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clean ESA data by removing contaminated data would be to 
correlate ESA data with high energy measurements on the 
same spacecraft, that is to say on THEMIS/SST. However the 
higher energy measured on SST is 700 keV, which is not high 
enough to have a good correlation with ESA data as it can be 
observed on Fig. 5. Moreover Fig. 5 shows also that 
THEMIS/SST data are saturated. That’s why we choose to 
correlate THEMIS/ESA data with high energy electron 
measurements on POES-15. This correlation is not a time to 
time correlation due to the difference of orbit between 
THEMIS and POES-15 but it is the best way we found to 
clean this data set. All THEMIS/ESA channels have been 
cleaned in the same way. As for POES /TED data, 
THEMIS/ESA data are contaminated by high energy proton 
below L<2.2. These data have also been filtered. 

 
Fig. 5 : L-time cartographies of 700 keV electrons measured by THEMIS/SST 
(on the top), 1 MeV electrons flux measured by POES-15/SEM (second 
panel), 0.8 keV electrons flux measured by THEMIS-A/ESA before cleaning 
(third panel), after cleaning (at the bottom). 

The white color near L=4 on Fig. 5 shows that many 
measurements are filtered due to contamination. In this study 
the long-term mean flux is calculated by averaging all the non 
contaminated measurements. Thus, a question arises: how this 
cleaning procedure affects the long-term mean flux? To 
answer this question, we have calculated the averaged flux on 
a calm period without contamination (in 2009) at L=4 to 
obtain a reference value. Then, we have calculated the long-
term (2008-2016) mean flux at L=4 by averaging all the 
measurements, the contaminated ones being set artificially to 
the averaged flux in calm period in 2009. At L=4, over the 
period 2008-2016, the ratio between mean flux without 
contaminated measurements and the mean flux with the 
contaminated measurements set to averaged flux during calm 
period is a factor 1.5. But this does not mean that the model 
developed here will overestimate flux by a factor 1.5 at L=4 
because the real mean flux would probably be between the 
both values. We decided to use the higher value to be 
conservative. 
Then electron data from 2008 to 2015 have been sorted 
according to MLT and L as represented on Fig. 6 at two 
energies: 0.19 keV (on the left) and 8 keV (on the right). On 
the 0.19 keV map, the magnetosheath at L>8 on the day side 
can be clearly observed. As for POES data, THEMIS data are 
contaminated at L<2.2 by energetic protons. 

  
Fig. 6 : MLT-L cartographies of electrons flux measured by THEMIS/ESA 
from 2008 to 2015 for 2 energies: 0.19 keV and 8 keV. 
 
POLAR was launched in 1996 on an elliptical orbit with 
several instruments on-board including HYDRA [6], a 
detector measuring electrons and protons from 12 eV to 18 
keV. Due to its orbit and in contrast to the two previous 
spacecraft fleets, POLAR data cover not only the equator as 
THEMIS, or only the highest latitudes as POES but also 
intermediate regions. POLAR data have been analyzed in 
detail as well and some periods when measurements are 
suspicious have been removed. Contamination by high energy 
electrons has been filtered out following the same strategy as 
for POES spacecraft using high energy electron data on 
POLAR/CEPPAD (Fig. 7).  
Then POLAR data have been sorted in three classes according 
to the equatorial pitch angle αeq (αeq=asin(√(Beq/B), with Beq 
the equatorial magnetic field and B the local magnetic field) 
deduced from the spacecraft position along the field line: 
αeq<30° (high latitude), 30°<αeq<60° and αeq>60° (near 
equator).  

 
Fig. 7 : L-time cartographies of 0.8 keV electrons flux measured by 
POLAR/HYDRA before cleaning (in the middle), after cleaning (at the 
bottom) and 1 MeV electrons flux measured by POES-15/SEM (on the top). 

Fig. 8 represents MLT-L cartographies of fluxes measured by 
POLAR/HYDRA from 1998 to 2008 for 8 keV electrons near 
the equator (αeq>60°) on the right and at high latitudes 
(αeq<30°) on the left. These plots indicate that there is a 
dependence of low energy electron fluxes with latitude. 
Moreover, comparing the cartography from POLAR (on the 
right) to the one from THEMIS (Fig. 6) in the equatorial 
region, 8 keV electron fluxes from POLAR are a little bit 
lower than those from THEMIS. A data cross-calibration is 
necessary and the procedure will be described in the next 
section of this paper. 
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Fig. 8 : MLT-L cartographies of flux measured by POLAR/HYDRA from 
1998 to 2008 for 8 keV electrons near the equator (on the left) and at high 
latitudes (on the right). 

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has a fleet of many 
spacecraft at geostationary orbit since 1976 with several 
particle detectors on-board including MPA instrument 
(Magnetospheric Plasma Analyser) [7] measuring electrons 
from 100 eV to 34 keV. Taking into account the very good 
quality of these data but the narrow coverage in L, they have 
only been used to cross-calibrate the data sets together (see 
section III-A). Note that data from all LANL spacecraft (from 
1989-046 to LANL_02A) have been investigated. 
Van Allen Probes A and B have been launched in 2012 on an 
equatorial orbit between 500 km and 30600 km. The on-board 
plasma instrument HOPE [8] is measuring electrons from 15 
eV to 50 keV. Note that the release 3 of the data has been 
used. It was decided to validate the model against Van Allen 
probes HOPE data. 
Table 2 resumes the characteristics of the entire electron data 
sets used in this study at other orbits than LEO. 

TABLE II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA USED AT OTHER ORBITS 

Satellite/ 
Instrumentt 

Time coverage Channels used 

POLAR/HYDRA 01/199803/2008 29 channels between 12 
eV and 18 keV 

POLAR/CEPPAD 01/199803/2008 7 channels between 19 
keV and 212 keV 

THEMIS/ESA 01/200812/2015 21 channels between 7 
eV and 26 keV 

THEMIS/SST 01/200812/2015 7 channels between 31 
keV and 200 keV 

LANL/MPA 01/199811/2005 23 channels between 100 
eV and 34 keV 

LANL/SOPA 01/199811/2005 4 channels between 50 
keV and 250 keV 

VAP/HOPE 01/201301/2018 72 channels between 15 
eV and 50 keV 

VAP/MAGEIS 01/201301/2018 7 channels between 32 
keV and 226 keV 

Table 2: Characteristics of electron data used at other orbits. Data sets in light 
grey are used to develop the model. Data sets in medium grey are used to 
calibrate data. Data sets in dark grey is used to validate the model. 

III. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

A. Data sets cross-calibration 
In order to have coherent data sets to develop an empirical 
specification model, their cross calibrations are essential. First, 
all the data sets have been interpolated in energy in order to 
obtain the same five energy channels as POES data. (0.19, 
0.84, 2.6, 8 keV and >30 keV). Then, the standard way to 
cross-calibrate data independent sensors is through the 
comparison of fluxes during magnetic conjunction, that is to 

say when both sensors are “close” in terms of L, MLT, time 
and during quiet magnetic activity. To do this we need a 
reference data set. In our case we choose to use LANL/MPA 
data as a reference [5]. This data set has been studied and used 
many times to develop empirical models [1][2][9]. However, 
it is important to discuss about how the LANL-GEO frame 
charging affects the fluxes. These data have already been 
studied in terms of spacecraft potential effects and it is 
possible to correct electron flux according to this potential and 
the Liouville‘s theorem [10][11]. Just to keep in mind, the 
long-term mean electron flux at 0.19keV at GEO orbit is 1.5 
higher when the correction from the spacecraft potential is 
applied than without the correction. For higher energy the 
correction has no influence on the mean flux. In order to be 
sure that the data used in this study are as close as possible to 
reality, the correction has been applied. 
However, LANL/MPA data are only available up to 
November 2005. So it is impossible to get conjunction 
between LANL and THEMIS due to the time coverage of 
THEMIS data. Consequently, in order to cross-calibrate all 
our data sets used in this study in the same way, we decided to 
use another method. It has been shown in previous studies that 
a correlation exists between fluxes at high latitudes (LEO 
orbit) and at the equator in the radiation belts [12]. So, two 
reference data sets are chosen, one near equator (equatorial 
pitch angle > 70°), from LANL spacecraft, and one at LEO, 
from POES spacecraft. Then, the goal is to calculate the factor 
between fluxes at LEO (POES) and those near equator (LANL 
for equatorial pitch angle >70°) and for nearly the same MLT, 
L and time for the two data sets mentioned just above and 
during quiet magnetic period. The following conditions have 
been used: -3h<MLT<3h (with MLT<1h between the two 
data sets), 6.2<L<7.2 (with L<0.2), t<24h and Kp<2 
during two days before. Then a mean factor for each of the 5 
energies (0.19, 0.84, 2.6, 8 keV and >30 keV) is calculated 
and is our reference. The same calculation is done using 
THEMIS and then using POLAR data instead of LANL data. 
Considering the same range of MLT, L, pitch angle and Kp 
conditions, the factor between electrons fluxes at LEO and 
near equator should be the same than the reference factors 
calculated with LANL data. If it is not the case, a correction 
will be apply to POLAR and THEMIS data in order to be 
consistent with POES and LANL data which are our 
references. 
Table 3 presents the correction factors to apply to POLAR and 
THEMIS data for each energy channel obtained using the 
method described above. 
  

TABLE III 
CORRECTION FACTORS TO APPLY TO POLAR AND THEMIS DATA 

 0.19 
keV 0.84 keV 2.6 

keV 8 keV >30 keV 

THEMIS 1.01 0.78 0.821 0.96 1.0 

POLAR 2.71 2.29 2.79 1.36 5.15 
Table 3: Correction factors to apply to THEMIS and POLAR data sets using 

LANL and POES data as references. 
 
It is important to note that the correction factors for THEMIS 
data are close to one, which proves that THEMIS and LANL 
data are coherent with each other although they do not have a 
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common time range (2008-2015 for THEMIS against 1998-
2005 for LANL). However, although having a common time 
period with LANL, the POLAR data appear to be a little bit 
too low the correction factor being greater than 1. 
 

B. How to take into account the limited time period of most of 
the data sets? 
In a first step the solar cycle variation will not be included in 
the model. So it is essential to take into account the different 
time coverage of the data sets being used in this study 
according to the solar cycle. Indeed, POES data cover two 
solar cycles while THEMIS and POLAR data cover only one 
solar cycle with a partial MLT coverage at each time. Taking 
into account the flux modulation as seen on Fig. 1, it is 
necessary to calculate a correction factor to apply to THEMIS 
and POLAR data which will account for their solar cycle 
fraction of availability at each L, B/BEq, and MLT. It is 
important to keep in mind that this low energy model (which 
is a part of GREEN) is a mean model to be used for long 
duration mission. Thus, mean fluxes over the longest time 
period as possible are expected to be more representative.  
In order to calculate this correction factor, ratios between the 
mean POES flux over the time period 1998-2018 and the 
mean POES flux over THEMIS time period (2008-2015) on 
one side and POLAR time period (1998-2008) on the other 
side, shall be computed for each energy, each L and each MLT 
values. These ratios correspond to the difference of long term 
dynamics of electron to shorter term time periods. The factors 
applied to THEMIS and POLAR are then defined as follow: 
 
Corr. factor (Ec, L, MLT)= 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸,𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀) 𝑏𝑏𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 1998 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎 2018

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸,𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀) 𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑 𝑠𝑠/𝐸𝐸 𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎
 

 
These correction factors are applied to THEMIS and POLAR 
electron fluxes, for each energy, L and MLT in order to 
harmonize data sets representativity with the long term POES 
data (1998–2018). The values of these factors (versus Ec, L 
and MLT) are not fully described here but one should note that 
they range between 0.5 and 1 for POLAR time period and 
between 1 and 2.5 for THEMIS time period. It means that in 
the region between L=3 and L=10, electron fluxes measured 
by POES and averaged on the time period of POLAR data 
considered in this study (1998-2008) are higher than the same 
fluxes averaged over the two solar cycles of POES data (1998-
2017). On the contrary electron fluxes measured by POES and 
averaged over the time period of THEMIS data considered in 
this study (2008-2015) are lower than the same fluxes 
averaged over the two solar cycles of POES data (1998-2017). 
Assuming this tendency at LEO is also true at other orbits, 
POLAR data have to been lowered and THEMIS data have to 
be increased to provide an accurate and representative long 
term mean flux. 

C. Variation of electron flux along magnetic field lines 
The third step in the development of the model is to find a 
general fit, for each L bin (from L=3 to L=10), MLT and 
energy, allowing to calculate mean electron fluxes everywhere 
along a magnetic field line based on the data sets in use in this 
study. First, because fluxes provided by the existing GREEN 

model are fluxes integrated in energy, all data described 
before have been converted into five integrated channels: 
>0.19 keV, >0.84 keV, >2.6 keV, >8 keV and > 30 keV. Then, 
taking into account the contamination of the data used to 
develop the low energy plasma model below L=2 or 2.2 
(according to data sets), we decided to construct a model 
between L=3 and L=10 to be sure of the provided flux. 
 

 
Fig. 9 : Electron flux along a field line versus equatorial pitch angle for 
E>0.84 keV and 0h<MLT<1h. The points correspond to spacecraft data (after 
correction factors) and the color lines correspond to the best fit for three L bin 
for a given energy and a given MLT. 
 
Thus, Fig. 9 presents an example of electrons flux along a 
field line versus equatorial pitch angle for three L values: 3. 
0<L<3.2, 5.0<L<5.2 and 7.0<L<7.2, for E> 0.84 keV. The 
points correspond to spacecraft data (after applying correction 
factors) and the color lines correspond to the best fit, of the 
form Y=exp(A.sin B (X)), for these three L bins and the given 
energy and MLT. This fit is the same as the one used in the 
SLOT model [14]. 
 

 

 
Fig. 10 : Electron flux along a field line versus equatorial pitch angle for 
E>0.84 keV and 6h<MLT<7h on the top and E>8 keV and 12h<MLT<13h at 
the bottom for each L bin (40 bins from 2.0<L<2.2 in black to 9.8<L<10.0 in 
red). 
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Then, Fig. 10 represents examples of electron fluxes versus 
equatorial pitch angle for each L bin considered in this study 
(35 bins from 3.0<L<3.2 in black to 9.8<L<10.0 in red), for 
E>0.84 keV and 6h<MLT<7h, on the top and E>8 keV and 
12h<MLT<13h at the bottom. The color lines, correspond to 
the best fits for each L interval as plotted on Fig. 9 for the 
given energy and MLT plotted.  
 
The top panel of Fig. 10 (E>0.84 keV) indicates that electron 
fluxes increase along the field line at all L values, and increase 
with L. However, the variation between equator and high 
latitudes is clearly higher for low L values (black curve) than 
for high L values (red curve). On the bottom panel, it is quite 
different because, as seen on Fig. 10, near equator fluxes at 
low L values are higher than those at high L values while at 
high latitudes fluxes increase with L. This difference between 
the two plots cannot only be attributed to the difference in 
energy but also to the different MLT plotted here. The 
behavior of low energy electron flux is energy and MLT 
dependent. 
 

D. Mean electron model with MLT dependence 
Using the fits determined for each of the 4 energies studied, 
each L interval (30 linear intervals from L=3 to 10) and each 
MLT interval (24 linear intervals), electron fluxes from >0.19 
keV to >30 keV can be calculated anywhere in the inner 
magnetosphere, taking into account the MLT dependency. Fig. 
11 shows an example of results with two MLT-L 
cartographies of flux obtained with this new model near the 
equator for E>2.6 keV electrons on the left and for E>8 keV 
on the right. As already mentioned, this model is valid from 
L=3 up to L=10 and depends on MLT. 
 

 
Fig. 11 : Cartographies MLT-L of flux obtained with the new model near 
equator for E>2.6 keV electrons on the left and for E>8 keV on the right. 

IV. COMPARISON WITH SPM/AE9 MODEL AND DATA 

A. Comparison with AE9/SPM 
The SPM model, part of the AE9/AP9/SPM model distribution 
can be used to estimate low-energy plasma fluxes [1] [13]. 
This empirical model is mainly based on POLAR/HYDRA [2] 
and LANL/MPA [7] data and is valid from 1 keV to 40 keV. 
THEMIS/ESA data have been added in SPM Version 1.2 [13]. 
In this paper, AE9/SPM V1.5 is used. SPM is not MLT 
dependent but however be compared to the model described in 
this paper. Fig. 12 shows comparisons between electrons flux 
obtained with Mean SPM model (in thick black line), SPM 
Percentile 99 (in thick grey line) and those provided by the 
ONERA plasma model (dotted lines) near equator versus 
radial distance for E>2.6 keV (on the top) and E>8 keV (at the 
bottom). The thick red line represents the MLT averaged flux.  

 

 

 
Fig. 12 : Comparisons between electrons flux obtained with SPM Mean model 
(in thick black line), SPM Percentile 99 (in thick grey line)  and those 
provided by the ONERA plasma model (dotted lines) near equator versus 
radial distance for E>2.6 keV (on the top) and E>8 keV (at the bottom). 
 
It is important to note that results from SPM are plotted in 
terms of the radial distance while those from our new model 
are plotted in terms of L McIlwain parameter, which can lead 
to few differences but not significant at the equator.  
Comparing these plots, we can observe that flux from SPM are 
close to MLT averaged flux from ONERA model between 
L=3 and L=6.6 and close to maximum flux from ONERA 
model beyond L=6.6. 
 

B. Comparison with Van Allen Probes data 
As mentioned in the section II, due to limited spatial coverage 
(up to L=6) and likely contamination of electron data below 
L=4, Van Allen Probes plasma data have not been used to 
develop the model but to validate it. Comparisons between 
fluxes measured by Van Allen Probes/HOPE data and those 
calculated with our model have been done with an example of 
electron fluxes at 8 keV versus MLT at 5.8<L<6.0 plotted on 
Fig. 13. Fluxes measured by THEMIS and POLAR and those 
calculated with SPM are also represented. These graphs show 
that fluxes from our model are in line with Van Allen probes 
measurements. The MLT dependency and flux intensities are 
very comparable. 
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Fig. 13 : Flux versus MLT deduced from several data sets, obtained with 
AE9/SPM and calculated with the new model for E>8 keV electrons and 
4.0<L<4.2 at the bottom and E>2.6 keV and 5.8<L<6.0 on the top. 
 
In order to be sure that the model is not only usable near 
equator, comparison with data has been done outside equator. 
There are not many data sets at low energy outside equator 
that’s why we have chosen to compare results of the model 
with POLAR data, even if this data set has been used to 
develop the model. It allows to control however if the model is 
well constructed outside equator. Fig. 14 represents E>1 keV 
electron fluxes (cm-2.s-1) along POLAR orbit in 2003 versus 
L* and equatorial pitch angle αeq from POLAR data after 
cross calibration (on the top) and calculated by the new 
ONERA low-energy model (at the bottom). Let’s remember 
that the ONERA low-energy model is only valid beyond L=3 
so only this region is plotted here.  
 
As seen on the figure POLAR orbit sweeps many L-shells at 
high latitudes (low pitch angles) as well as near the equator 
(large pitch angles). These plots show that for L* beyond 5, 
fluxes measured by POLAR, taking into account the cross-
calibration, are globally coherent with fluxes provided by the 
model. We can note however that cross-calibrated POLAR 
fluxes seems to be slightly higher than those of the model but 
we have to keep in mind that 2003 is a “high year” for fluxes 
according to the solar cycle while the low-energy plasma 
model provide mean fluxes with no dependence on the solar 
cycle. 
 

 

 
Fig. 14 : E>1 keV electron fluxes (cm-2.s-1) along POLAR orbit in 2003 versus 
L* and equatorial pitch angle αeq from POLAR data after cross-calibration (on 
the top) and calculated by the new ONERA low-energy model (at the bottom). 

V. IMPLEMENTATION IN GREEN MODEL 
The low-energy electron model described here has been 
implemented in the version 2 of GREEN (GREEN-V2). Fig. 
15 represents the energy and L coverage of the different 
models integrated in GREEN-e. A detailed description of 
GREEN model can be found in Sicard et al., 2018 [3]. The 
low-energy model is orange on this plot. It replaces AE9/SPM 
beyond L=3 and is valid from 0.2 keV to 40 keV. 
Extrapolation is done from 30 keV up to 40 keV that is to say 
the lower energy limit of AE8. 

 
Fig. 15 : Energy and L coverage of the different models integrated in 
GREEN-e. 
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It is important to note than the low energy model is developed 
in function of L McIlwain parameter while GREEN is based 
on L*. However a conversion between L and L* is done for 
models to be consistent. Moreover, let’s remember that the 
low energy model is MLT dependent but have no dependence 
with the solar cycle in contrary to most of the models 
implemented in GREEN. Not enough data is available to 
construct a MLT and solar cycle dependent model at low 
energy. 

 

 
Fig. 16 : Electron flux provided by GREEN-V2 at equator versus energy and 
L* in 2003 on the top and a zoom at the bottom  

 
In order to see if the ONERA low energy model is well 
implemented in GREEN, Fig. 16 shows electron flux provided 
by GREEN-V2 at equator versus energy and L*, from 1 keV 
and 10 MeV in 2003 on the top and a zoom of this plot at the 
bottom. Note that in this plot, the ONERA low-energy model 
has been averaged in MLT. On the zoom plot (at the bottom) 
we can see that near geostationary orbit, fluxes provided by 
IGE-2006 (cf Fig. 15) are slightly higher than those provided 
by the low energy plasma model described in this paper. This 
difference can be explained by the fact that IGE-2006 depends 
on the solar cycle and that 2003 is a year with high fluxes, 
while the low energy model is not solar cycle dependent and is 
a mean model.  
On these plots, as mention in Sicard et al., 2018 [3], a simple 
smoothing function has been used (on the top plot of Fig. 16) 
to smooth existing discontinuities at the interface of “sub-

models” implemented in GREEN. Next year, some big efforts 
will be done to apply more complex smoothing functions. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
A new low-energy plasma model has been developed for 
surface damages calculation. This empirical model is based on 
NOAA-POES, THEMIS, POLAR and LANL data. Each data 
set has been analyzed in several dimensions: L between 3 and 
10 with a resolution of 0.2, MLT with a resolution of 1 hour 
and energy between 0.19 and 30 keV with five energy 
channels 0.19 keV, 0.84 keV, 2.6 keV, 8 keV and 30 keV. 
This MLT dependent model provides electron from >0.19 keV 
to >30 keV from L=3 up to L=10 and has been compared with 
AE9/SPM results and validated with Van Allen Probes data. 
This ONERA low energy model has been implemented in 
GREEN-e and replace AE9/SPM in this model beyond L=3. 
The next step is to develop the same kind of low-energy model 
for protons and to implement it in GREEN-p. However, only 
very few good quality protons data are available at low energy 
(<100 keV), because of contamination by high energy 
particles, which does not simplify the development of a model. 
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